Using molecular statics calculations, sodium silicate glasses are expanded in an isotropic manner to analyze the composition dependence of the mechanical response. Increasing the amount of sodium makes the systems more ductile. The tensile strength is reduced and the final load bearing strain limit is increased.
INTRODUCTION
Silicate glasses are widely used for their ease in forming and recycling, among other interesting physical and mechanical properties. Sodium silicates have a complex mechanical behavior resulting from the mixing of two different materials: silica as network former, and sodium oxide, where sodium acts as a network modifier. Sodium-silicate glasses are known as "normal", while pure silica glasses have an anomalous mechanical behavior characterized by their densification upon compression at small scales [1] . Understanding small-scale plastic behavior of silicate glasses is crucial to understand crack initiation processes and the brittle behavior of glasses at large scales [2] . Dynamic crack formation was widely investigated in the literature for pure silica [3] [4] [5] [6] . Rountree et al. [5] showed that even for brittle materials, the material near the crack tip becomes ductile. A good qualitative agreement was found between their results and experimental observations. Experiments showed [7] that the network modifier ion (e.g. sodium) has a significant effect on the ductility of the material. Sodium makes the original silica network to yield at an early stage, consequently creates a higher plastic strain resistance. To investigate this topic, atomistic simulations were performed using hydrostatic tension tests. We use a static calculation scheme [10] , which can establish the connection between time-less particle and static continuum methods. Contrary to molecular dynamics, in molecular statics time and loading rate have no effect on the simulation results. The paper is structured as follows: first the basic methods and techniques are presented, then the simulation results are shown. Finally a short discussion on the potential function and a conclusion ends the paper.
METHOD
To model the interatomic interactions, BKS potential [8] was used with the parameters of Yuan and Cormack [9] completed with a repulsive function [10] . Cutoff in the Buckingham potential was tuned to reproduce experimental densities. The amorphous glass samples were generated by random sequential placement of the atoms in the periodic simulation box (L 3 = ~100 3 Å 3 ). After which molecular dynamics simulations using LAMMPS software [11] were conducted to melt and equilibrate the material at 3000 K for 100 ps. Then the samples were quenched to 10 -5 K using 10 13 K/s cooling rate. Following the composition: Na 2 O-(100-x)SiO 2 glass systems with x = 5, 15, and 30 %mol (referred as NSx5, NSx15 and NSx30) were generated with 67 041, 69 849 and 73 368 atoms respectively. The structural and mechanical properties of the generated samples are in good accordance with experimental data from literature [12] [13] [14] and with the results of Yuan and Cormack [9] . The systems were tested by deforming the periodic simulation box homogeneously and quasistatically [15] . The dimensions of the simulation box were increased isotropically by a constant displacement step (dL = 0.01 Å), while the positions of the particles were rescaled in a homogeneous way. After the box deformation Polak-Ribiere conjugate gradient algorithm was used to search for a new equilibrium position. To measure permanent (plastic) volume change, the direction of the deformation was reversed from several states to relax the pressure to zero. Then the relaxed and the original volume size was compared to calculate permanent volumetric strains. Samples were considered brittle, if the load bearing capacity reduced significantly in a few steps. They were considered ductile if this transition was observed in a large strain interval. To analyze void formation during the deformation, the density of the samples were coarse grained on a 100×100×100 grid using the following Gaussian function: 
where r i is the position of atom i with mass m i , r is the position of the observed grid point and w is the coarse graining scale (w = 8 Å). Voids correspond to the density values under the limit of 0.1 g/cm 3 .
RESULTS
In Fig. 1 the governing pressure results are shown as a function of volumetric strain for different compositions. It can be seen that NSx5 has the maximum pressure resistance and that this value reduces gradually by the increase of the sodium content.
NSx15 is considered a transition composition between a low (NSx5) and a high (NSx30) sodium content material. The maximum load bearing capacity is reached at 0.28, 0.38 and 0.67 strain for NSx5, NSx15 and NSx30 respectively. This result confirms the experimental observation [7] , that the microscopic response of silicates is highly affected by its composition. More specifically it shows that the addition of the network modifier tends to reduce the resistance and increase ductility. The pressure results not only show a non-linear response upon tension, but a plastic transformation.
In Fig. 1 red dashed lines show how permanent volume change is calculated. First the samples are extended until p pressure (loading), then the deformation is reversed (unloading) and the samples are compressed and the pressure is relaxed to zero. The resulting volume (at zero pressure) is then compared to the original unreformed one to calculate the permanent volume variation. It can be seen, that NSx5 is only slightly sensitive to plasticity but reaches a considerably high tensile strength, and therefore it is considered brittle. On the other hand, NSx30 has a much lower resistance and its volume increases before reaching its maximum pressure state. The explanation of this phenomena lies in the microscopic structure. Using atomistic methods, it is very difficult to define a perfect void in the sample. Therefore, coarse-graining technique was used, and a continuum based density was calculated from the atomic positions. Fig. 3 shows the isosurface of the density value of 0.1 g/cm 3 , which was considered as a void. 3a shows important stages of the loading for Nsx5 and Nsx30 sample: P 1 is a quasi-elastic limit, when no void is present in the sample; P 2 shows the maximum pressure value; P 3 is the point after macroscopic failure.
For Nsx5 sample, P 1 and P 2 overlap and no crack formation is observed before the first pressure drop. Before reaching P 3 stage, a large pressure drop occurs in few loading steps indicating an abrupt crack manifestation (initiation and propagation). The remaining loadbearing capacity does not become zero, because X and Y directional stresses are still present and the pressure is calculated by averaging all axial components. In Fig. 3b the isosurface of the crack is shown at P 3 . The crack separates the whole system, thus weakening the structure in an irreversible way. In NSx30 P 1 and P 2 stages are separated. From P 1 to P 2 the pressure increase corresponds to a plastic strain hardening stage. In NSx30, at the maximum pressure, several micro cracks are observed at different locations (Fig 3c) . Finally, a stable crack opening regime decreases the resistance of the sample. As the pressure response of NSx30 sample does not present a significant stress drop after P 2 , the stage corresponding to P 3 cannot be defined precicly. Globally the sample softens gradually. Note that after the large stress drops every composition shows similar load bearing capacity at the plastic plateau.
DISCUSSION
Explanation for the previously observed phenomenon can be found in the potential function (detailed information about the form and the parameter values of the functions can be found in Ref. [8] [9] ). There are only two types of pairs which show attraction: Si-O and Na-O. Fig 4 shows the contact force (first derivative of the potential) for Si-O and Na-O pairs. With triangles the maximum load bearing, with rhombus the equilibrium distance are shown. At both distances the corresponding force value is displayed. For Si-O the maximum tensile strength is at r = 1.81 Å and the maximum tensile force is -12.32 eV/Å. Whereas, for Na-O this distance is much larger r = 2.49 Å and the force is much smaller: -1.37 eV/Å. Compared to Na-O, the Si-O connections are much more localized, but stronger. Therefore, according to the potential functions for Si-O dominated systems a higher elastic strength can be observed, which leads to a rapid but brittle failure. While, for high content sodium materials a larger ratio of Na-O connections reduce the maximum strength but the systems remain more connected during the failure, which leads to a ductile response. The potential functions were developed by fitting lattice parameters for crystalline [8] and structural properties for amorphous [9] silicates. Therefore, it is interesting that the calibrations done considering structural parameters can reproduce macroscopically measured [7] change in the mechanical behavior. However, to precisely explain this microscopic phenomena and to calculate tensile strength, it would be essential to take the elementary events (shear transformation zones [16] [17] ) into account, even upon hydrostatic deformation. 
CONCLUSION
Sodium silicate samples were tested to explain the transition between brittle and ductile response observed in experiments [7] . The samples were deformed in an isotropic manner. First, all samples were expended, then at certain pressure states the deformation was reversed to calculate permanent volume changes. Using a coarse-graining algorithm, the micro cracks were identified from the local density field.
